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Rising Interest Rates and the Housing Market
How will the housing market change as interest rates go up?

When the Federal Reserve announced that it would raise its short-term interest rate, people across
the country were left wondering exactly how that would affect them. For many people, the impact on
mortgage rates is of particular concern.

The first thing to keep in mind is that the Federal Reserve, commonly referred to as the Fed, keeps a
very close eye on the economy and has kept the rate low for so long specifically to help the economy
improve in a stable manner. Judging by past history, there will likely never be a sudden, massive
increase. Instead, the rate increases will come in small, gradual increments, and if there is a bad
reaction, the Fed will re-evaluate its plan.

“After the dot-com recession it took
the Fed three years to raise the
funds rate from the then-low of 1
percent to 5.25 percent, where it
sat on the eve of the financial
crisis,” according to Ian Salisbury
of Time Money. “Given the
continued weakness of the
economy, the Fed might act even
slower this time around.”

When that crisis did occur, the Fed
determined that it needed a new
plan to help end the recession.
This plan took the form of carefully
maintained, super low interest rates.

“Perhaps no sector has benefited
more from ultralow rates than
housing, which was devastated by
the real estate crash,” according to
Paul Davidson of USA Today.

Because people associate the recession with the housing market, and because the market was
impacted greatly by the Fed’s low rates, many people are anticipating a big impact on their mortgages
following the increase in interest rates.

“But today’s housing market is supported by far more than low mortgage rates — namely steady job
and economic growth,” says Davidson. “What’s more, 30-year mortgages are priced off 10-year
Treasury note yields, which do rise as short-term rates climb, but not as steeply.”

The bottom line is that the Fed would not be changing the interest rate if it didn’t think the housing
market could handle it. The overall economic climate of today is much stronger than it has been in
recent years, but this does not mean that the cost of owning a home will not go up at all.

“Doug Duncan, chief economist of Fannie Mae, the giant government-sponsored funder of mortgages,
expects [the December] Fed hike of a quarter of a percentage point to have virtually no immediate
impact on Treasury or mortgage rates, noting that markets already have priced in the move,” says
Davidson. “Assuming the Fed raises its rate by a percentage point over the next year, Duncan expects
30-year mortgage rates to drift from 3.9 percent to 4.1 percent during the period. That would boost the
monthly cost of a typical $225,000 mortgage by $26, to $1,454 — not enough to deter most buyers.”
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As the saying goes, when it comes to houses, the most important factor is “location, location,
location.” This is equally applicable when it comes to analyzing interest rates. Some markets will
experience much more of an impact than others, so it is important to think about how your area’s
mortgages are changing in order to assess how you will be affected.

“To see how prices might be hit by rising rates, real estate consultant John Burns ran the numbers
assuming the rate for a 30-year fixed mortgage gradually moves back up to 6 percent from the current
average of just more than 4 percent,” states John W. Shoen for CNBC. “The result is that some very
hot markets — including San Francisco; San Jose, California; and Miami — may be overvalued by
more than 20 percent.”

So, if you live in one of those areas, you may want to speak with your financial adviser about what
you can expect in the upcoming years. This can help you stay stress-free and budget appropriately.
You may also want to look into which markets will be impacted the least.

“In other markets, where prices haven’t risen nearly as fast, homes are still undervalued — even if
mortgage rates move back up to 6 percent,” states Shoen. “Those undervalued markets include
Chicago, Atlanta and Detroit.”

So, it is clear that this change, while important for the continued growth of the economy, won’t have a
tremendous immediate impact on most people’s mortgages. And as always, if you are wondering
about your specific financial situation, talking to your financial institution is your best bet.
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Retirement Planning in Your 20s
Five best practices to jump-starting your savings

When you’re in your 20s, you are worried more about starting your career than you are about what
you’ll do when your career is over. Still, it’s important to put down some building blocks at this point to
lay a solid foundation for your financial future. Here are five tips to get the ball rolling:

Develop financial habits

You will want to become well-versed in the process of saving. Cash flow may be an issue in the
present, but your future self will thank you for not letting your expenses get in the way of your
retirement savings.

“These years of saving in your
early 20s are your prime years. If
you deny yourself the opportunity,
it will just set you back with
retirement planning in the long
run,” says Certified Financial
Planner Brian T. Jones on
Bankrate.com. “You’ve got to have
balance.”

To help, you’ll want to develop
another habit, one of overall
financial organization, recommends
Robert Berger of U.S. News &
World Report Money. Any simple
system for storing digital and hard
copies of records will end up
saving you a ton of time, hassle
and money in the future.

Stick to the basics 

When you first start learning about 401(k)s and hearing terms like “diversification,” it can make you
turn into a deer in headlights. Don’t let that talk deter you from starting your retirement investments. In
the beginning, the simpler the better. There are several options out there that automatically invest you
in a portfolio, including a broad range of stock and bond index funds.

Of course, investing won’t get you anywhere if you haven’t saved up anything to invest.

Boost savings as earnings increase

Ideally, this would be each year; regardless, you should boost your retirement savings as you continue
up the career ladder.

“Increasing your retirement contributions is easier than you might think,” Berger says. “For
tax-deferred accounts, keep in mind that each dollar of additional contribution will only cost you about
$0.70, depending on your tax bracket. And one easy approach is to use a portion of your pay raise or
bonus each year to boost your contributions.”

Once you max out your contributions to your 401(k), which hopefully your employer matches, you can
open a Roth IRA or other brokerage options, but you may need some additional assistance for that.







Choose your advisers carefully

When you get to the point where you want to take your retirement savings to the next level, there are
plenty of companies and individuals ready, willing and able to help. Therein lies the challenge for you
— sorting the proficient, trustworthy and affordable from the ones who are not so. Therefore, do your
research. Ask friends, peers and mentors for referrals, and check out reviews online.

Get your debt out of the way

It’s a lot easier to focus on saving when you have fewer bills to pay. Many bills, such as utilities,
cannot be avoided. However, high monthly payments to pay down your credit card debt can be one of
the biggest obstacles to retirement savings, no matter what your age. Make it your goal to consistently
knock out your debt through the years, maintaining a solid, smart payment strategy. Then, ensure that
you don’t add more to your debt.

By starting small and starting early, you will give yourself a huge advantage in the quest to achieve a
secure financial future.
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Financial Mistakes the Wealthy Avoid
Ten faults to avoid in the pursuit of being rich

Unless you are already rich, you don’t understand what it’s like to be rich. That said, you don’t know
the mental challenges that have been overcome and the sacrifices that have been made to get to that
level of wealth. In the pursuit of becoming wealthy, you need changes in habits, mindset and
corresponding attitude in order to avoid these 10 common mistakes.

Avoiding the topic of finances

Numbers can be overwhelming, especially when those numbers start getting bigger and bigger.
However, you absolutely cannot turn a blind eye to your deposit accounts or investment statements if
you expect to be wealthy in the long term.

Focusing only on saving and not
on earning

So you’ve decided you want to be
rich. Your strategy? Spend less.
That’s a good start, but it is in no
way going to make you a “one
percenter” on its own. There is a
limit on how much you can save,
but there isn’t one on how much
you can earn. Rather than spend
your time worrying about where
you can cut financial corners,
invest that time in finding
alternative ways to boost your
income. From a raise at work to a
side job, the possibilities are
endless.

Forgo saving

While you should primarily focus on earning more, that doesn’t mean you should forget about saving
altogether. Everyone should put back at least 10 percent of their income into a savings account as a
nest egg, in case of emergencies, for example.

“[Wealthy people] don’t live completely in the now; instead, they consider what they’re going to need
tomorrow and they make that a priority too,” says Rhett Power, Inc.com contributor.

Live beyond their means

An occasional splurge on a nice vacation for the family is one thing, but wealthy people typically don’t
spend their money just because they have it. Not if they want to remain wealthy, that is.

Forget to adjust their budget after a big life event

Whether you give birth to a child or a parent passes away, any big life change will affect your bottom
line.

“Whenever your life takes a turn in a new direction, find time to sit down, look at your finances and
adjust them accordingly,” says LearnVest’s Molly Triffin in Forbes. It might not be the first thing on
your mind, but it still needs to be in the mix.







Worry more about price than value

Being frugal is a noble intention, but it doesn’t always work out the best for you in the long run.

“Price-shoppers and coupon-clippers will hate this, but when you buy shoddy goods, you get
shoddy results. If you live by the price, you die by the price,” says Entrepreneur.com contributor Daniel
Ally. “Instead of buying what is ‘cheap,’ buy the best goods that are available.”

Overuse credit

In the pursuit of “saving” you may be tempted to utilize credit to get what you need now. Don’t give in
to that urge. When interest is taken into account, you will be paying much more later on, largely
decreasing the charged items’ long-term value.

Waste money on fees

Use of credit could also burn you with additional fees such as overdraft charges or missed payment
penalties. Don’t succumb to the “I want it now” mentality if you are not set up for it. In the meantime,
automate your payments and utilize online banking to constantly monitor your accounts and ensure
everything is on par and being paid on time.

Keep secrets from family

Not only is avoiding the topic of finances a no-no for you, avoiding it with your partner is also harmful.
Yes, these talks can be uncomfortable and may lead to arguments, but without a common
understanding of finances and monetary goals, there is no way you will reach those goals.

Forget to invest in themselves

Benjamin Franklin, who is said to have been America’s very first millionaire, has been quoted as
saying, “An investment in yourself pays the best interest.” Not only was Ben wealthy, he was wise; he
understood the importance of continually bettering yourself through increased education and training
investments.

It’s also important to note that experiences can make you “rich” as well in terms of self-fulfillment, so
don’t forget to also make yourself happy.

It is not possible to make these mental shifts overnight, as altering your mindset is quite the
undertaking. However, once you start changing your habits and avoiding these mistakes, you will learn
how to make the most of your money, in more ways than one.
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Don’t Let Emotions Get in the Way of Your Financial
Decisions
How feelings could sway you, and how to avoid them from doing so

As human beings, we are naturally emotional creatures. It’s only natural that we have a habit of
carrying our emotions into various areas of our lives, finances included. However, money and
emotions don’t mix well.

“The most powerful tool we have
for minimizing our spending is to
remove emotion and raw impulse
from the equation,” says financial
blogger Trent Hamm in the
Christian Science Monitor.

The same is true for investing and
retirement planning.

“Investors — however smart,
seasoned or wealthy — are only
human. Faced with dramatic
market fluctuations … many
otherwise even-tempered investors
might be tempted to act rashly —
and irrationally,” notes Kenneth
Kiesnoski of CNBC.

Here are some examples:

Joy/greed - These feelings
often work together when a portfolio is performing well. Investors may be tempted to stay the
course rather than going with the trusted and proven principle of rebalancing.

Envy - Investing results can rarely be duplicated. Hearing about a strategy that was successful
for a co-worker, for example, may lead you to go that route yourself in the hope you will get the
same result. However, that person’s strategy may not fit with your own situation, risk tolerance
or timeline.

Pride - This emotion could cause you to hold on to a poor investment until you recover its
value.

“While I don’t advocate jumping ship the moment a fund or asset class hits rough water, I also
don’t advise going down with a sinking ship,” says Scott Holsopple of U.S. News & World
Report Money.

Fear/anger - These work in conjunction, creating a sort of fight-or-flight response and causing
you to make rash decisions out of instinct rather than rationale.

Love - Don’t let sentimentality keep you tied down. For example, if you feel allegiance to the
first stock you ever bought but it is tanking, cut your losses.

What to do

Instead of succumbing to emotions, stick to your own tried-and-true investment strategy. Take a step







back and re-evaluate the situation from the outside looking in.

“If you see your emotions flaring, focus exclusively on the task at hand. Don’t get distracted by those
emotional elements,” Hamm recommends.

Another option is to give yourself a spending cap. Allowing yourself only a certain amount to spend or
invest will often stop you from putting money into something foolishly.

Holsopple summarizes that giving yourself basic rules to follow in spending situations will help you
drown out the noise, including that coming from inside your own head.

“The next time your fear, envy or pride gets the best of you, relax and remember that you’re in this for
the long haul and you’ve got the strategy in place to get you where you want to be,” he concludes.

When you invest, it’s always helpful to consult with professionals so emotion doesn’t play as much of a
role in your decisions. Stop by to speak with one today.
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Insurance for Your Small Business
Protect your business with the proper insurance

Your small business represents a tremendous investment of both your time and money. In order to
protect that investment, you need the proper insurance. Here are the basics you need to know about
insurance for your small business.

All entrepreneurs know that they
have to be smart planners, looking
far into the future to foresee future
expenses and incomes and to plan
for future growth. There are many
things that cannot be controlled by
diligent planning, however; natural
disasters do not operate on a
schedule, and even the most
careful business owner can be
faced with a lawsuit.

Even if you can’t prevent a natural
disaster or another unfortunate
occurrence from happening, you
can protect your business against
the financial impact of unexpected
events by purchasing insurance.
Many types of insurance are not
just for added protection, but rather
are actually required by law by your
state government.

“Most states require businesses with employees to pay for workers’ compensation insurance,
unemployment insurance and state disability insurance,” according to the Small Business
Administration (SBA). “Your state may require insurance for specific business activities. For example,
if you own a car or truck and use it for business purposes, you may be required to purchase
commercial auto insurance.”

In addition to insurance that is required by your state, your financial lender may have its own
requirements, and your investors may also require you to carry certain insurance policies. For
example, some lenders and investors require that business owners maintain flood, fire and business
interruption insurance to protect the investments they make in your business.

“If your business is an LLC or a corporation, your personal assets are protected from business
liabilities; however, neither business structure is a substitute for liability insurance, which covers your
business from losses,” according to the SBA.

The general types of insurance for small businesses include:

General liability insurance: This protects against legal issues that arise if there is an injury,
accident or claim of negligence. If you have this type of policy, you will be protected against
having to make payments for property damage, bodily injury, libel, slander or medical
expenses. It also protects you from the risk of having to pay for your legal defense if a claim is
brought against you, as well as having to pay for settlement bonds and judgments that are
required if an appeal is made.







Product liability insurance: If your business manufactures a product or is involved with the
wholesale, distribution or retail of a product, you could be liable for its safety. Depending on the
product, this insurance can vary greatly in price. Your policy provider is best able to determine
how much coverage you need.

Professional liability insurance: Also known as errors and omissions insurance. If your
business provides a service, professional liability insurance can give you coverage against the
financial losses associated with claims of negligence, malpractice and errors. Some
businesses are required to carry this type of insurance, such as physicians who are required to
carry malpractice insurance to work in certain states.

Commercial property insurance: Anything related to damage or loss of company property is
covered by this insurance, provided that it is due to a specified event, such as a natural
disaster, vandalism or civil disobedience. There are all-risk policies that give comprehensive
coverage for a range of events and peril-specific policies for things such as fires or floods.
Business interruption insurance is one type of peril-specific insurance.

Home-based business insurance: Many small-business owners are forgoing the traditional
office to save money by working out of their homes, and that brings about its own set of risks
that need to be insured against. It isn’t possible to simply rely on homeowners insurance.

“If you operate a business from your home, do business inside and outside your home, or visit clients
at their homes, you may need additional insurance protection,” according to the insurance provider
Allstate. “Generally, homeowners insurance will offer a small amount of coverage for business
equipment, but most standard homeowners policies exclude coverage for businesses operating within
the home, and many policies don’t cover lost data, lost income or liability.”

There are as many types of insurance as there are risks that your business can face. This may make it
hard to keep them all straight, but it means that you can adequately protect your business, saving
yourself stress and money. Your financial adviser is your best source for determining your business’s
specific needs.
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March Events 

Hudson 150th Symphony Pro Musica Concert and Fireworks 

6pm-8pm Hudson High School

 Join SPM for this festive, family-friendly concert marking the Sesquicentennial of Hudson's
incorporation in 1866. Featured selections will include music by John Philip Sousa and Morton Gould,
Copland’s Old American Songs with Hudson-bred soloist Zachary Johnson, the premiere of a setting
of an American Indian tale written by Hudson composer Margery Goldstein with a special guest
narrator, and Deep River and the stirring Battle Hymn of the Republic with area choruses.
Note the early start time! Fireworks, sponsored by Hudson Rotary, will begin immediately after the
concert at the field next to Hudson High School.

Taste of MetroWest 

March 22 5:00 PM to 8:00 PM
Sheraton Framingham Hotel & Conference Center

Leominster Winter Market at City Hall
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Vehicle Details: What’s a Supercar?
The most elite vehicles on the road today are amazing

There’s no shortage of practical and economical vehicles on the road today, and many of them are
well-priced too. According to U.S. News & World Report in May 2015, the average transaction price
for a new vehicle was $33,560.

Many people consider a luxury car from Lexus or Mercedes-Benz the symbol of choice to show others
that you’ve made it. They offer luxurious interiors, lots of cutting-edge technology features and striking
designs. But when a $70,000 vehicle isn’t good enough, there are those supercars that most people
can only dream about, with features like seats stitched with gold thread, headlights with diamonds,
engines that crank out 1,000 horsepower and price tags that top $1 million. 

Bugatti Veyron

Since 2005, the Veyron has elevated the supercar game as few cars before it had. Sure, entries from
Lamborghini and Ferrari enabled buyers to achieve neck-snapping speeds in the lap of luxury, but the
Veyron brought the supercar to the current generation. With over 1,000 hp, zero-to-62 in 2.5 seconds
and a top speed of just shy of 250 mph, the Veyron did what many thought was impossible. The price
tag for such a car hovers around $1.7 million.

Koenigsegg Agera RS

When people think of Swedish
vehicles, Volvo is traditionally the
first thing to come to mind. But for
those lucky enough to be able to
attain a supercar in the first place,
the Koenigsegg brand has a real
treat. The Agera RS is as fast and
powerful as nearly any other
supercar on the market, and
allowed the brand to secure
deposits for all 25 units it put up for
sale. And with an asking price
somewhere around $2 million,
that’s no small feat. Koenigsegg
says the Agera RS can achieve
1,100 hp with 95 octane fuel, and
even more when you put in E85
through the twin-turbo 5.0-liter V8
engine.

W Motors Lykan Hypersport

With its love for the lavish, it was only a matter of time before Dubai got into the supercar arena. The
first creation of W Motors is the $3.4 million Lykan Hypersport, meant to invite Instagram posts all over
Dubai. And with so many insane spectacles all around the country, that’s saying something. The
Lykan Hypersport goes beyond raw power and adds features like gold stitching and diamond
headlights.

“Diamonds in the headlights are something we don’t need at all, actually. It was a true marketing
gimmick that we integrated. But people talk about it,” according to Ralph R. Debbas, the W
Motors’ CEO.







Motors’ CEO.

Sure, the majority of people will never be able to buy their own supercar, but as long as your vehicle
gets you where you need to go and you love it, there’s nothing wrong with dreaming. And when you
find your dream car, let us help you with the financing.
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How to Go Green in the Garden This Spring
Enjoy your favorite outdoor hobby without any environmental
concerns

Gardening is a peaceful pastime that can create a beautiful habitat for local animals, but can also be
difficult to maintain due to a variety of pests and natural dangers. Protecting a garden from pests, such
as bugs, and drought can be difficult, but it doesn’t mean you need to turn to harsh chemicals that
could hurt the environment. Instead, consider following these easy methods to go green in your
garden this spring.

Use natural pest control

When gardening, it might feel as if
there is a constant battle between
you and pests. Rather than fighting
this battle with the harmful
chemicals frequently found in
pesticides, choose a natural route.
The Mother Earth News website
suggests using garlic oil spray as a
way to fight off insects, such as
whiteflies, aphids and most beetles.

For the garlic oil spray, simply mix
three or four cloves of minced
garlic into two teaspoons of mineral
oil. Let it sit overnight. Strain the
garlic out of the oil and add it to
one pint of water, then add a
teaspoon of biodegradable dish
soap. Spray it on and around the
plants in your garden, and the majority of bugs will avoid them.

Be water-smart

Gardening can take a lot of water, so it’s important to be smart when watering your garden. Drip or
trickle irrigation systems are a great way to use less water while keeping your plants fresh. Try to
water early in the day to avoid evaporation. FarmFlavor.com even suggests harvesting rainwater to
keep your garden fresh. Simply use rain barrels to collect the water as it falls, then fill your watering
can with it. This is an eco-friendly yet easy method of keeping your garden green without wasting any
water.

Compost and recycle

Composting is one of the best ways to take care of a garden. A compost pile allows you to get rid of
leaves, twigs, weeds, dead annuals and kitchen waste without sending it to the local landfill. Using old
leaves from the fall as mulch also saves a lot of money in the long run, while also providing the
perfect nutrients for a garden to flourish.

Choose the right plants

There are millions of plants available, so it is important to choose the right ones for your garden.
Choosing disease- and insect-resistant plants is a great way to reduce the amount of work and worry
you put into a garden. If you are looking to entice bees and butterflies into your garden, then consider







you put into a garden. If you are looking to entice bees and butterflies into your garden, then consider
planting at least ten pollinator-attracting plants. The California Native Plant Society even suggests
planting native plants to encourage their growth in your area.

Regardless of the type of garden you wish to plant in your backyard, there are several ways to stay
eco-friendly. Help out the environment while enjoying your favorite hobby by using green practices,
and your garden is sure to flourish.
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